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ORACULAR AMBIGUITY AS A MEDIATION TRIPLE
Xo.
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Xo.
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Xo.

TIVOq rr(!oq aV~(!oq TOUT' axoq rro(!rJlJVeTal;
1j }((1.(!Ta ({bax)(!aV rra(!exorr'YJq X(!'YJO"{bWV 8{biiw.
TaU "Ia(! TeAOUVTOq OV 5uvi;xa {b'YJxavi)v.
xai {b,qv a"lav "I' tEM'YJv' 8rr/O"Ta{bal 'PaTIV.
xai "Ia(! Ta 1TU~OX(!aVTa, ~ufT{ba~i; ~' O{bwq.

Chorus: What man is he that contrived this wickedness?
Cassandra: Surely you must have missed the meaning ~oJ my prophecies.
Chorus: Aye, since! do not understand the scheme of him who is to do the deed.
Cassandra: And yet too well! know the speech of Hellas.
Chorus: So too do the Pythian oracles; yet they are hard to understand.
Aeschylus. Agamemnon 1

Introduction: Making Sense of Oracular Ambiguity
In Lucian' s satire Zeus Rants, Momus, a minor deity, challenges Apollo's endorsement of clear and
intelligible speech by attacking the quality of his own prophecies: 'You were right, Apollo, in
praising people who speak clearly, even though you yourself do not do it at all, for in your oracles
you are ambiguous and riddling (A050q wv xat "IPlcpW~q) and you unconcernedly toss most of them
into the debatable ground (eq TO /h€TalX/hlOv) so that your hearers need another Apollo to interpret
them.'2 The point of Lucian's satire is that Apollo deliberately uses ambiguity to conceal the
emptiness of his prophecies and to avoid being proven wrong. 3 Lucian was hardly unique in his
criticism. As early as the fifth century BC, oracular ambiguity had become something of a trademark of oracular divination and as such the subject of comic and tragic treatment. 4
Modem scholars have largely shared Lucian's perspective concerning deliberate oracular
ambiguity, albeit in a less satirical and tongue-in-cheek manner.5 Scholarly interest was for a long
time driven by the question of the authenticity of the responses. The obscurity of the divine
response was frequently taken as an indicator that a given oracle and its narrative context were
either genuine or not genuine. Some scholars believed in what Roland Crahay has termed the
obscurite diplomatique of the oracle, a deliberate use of unintelligible language to make the oracles
fit whatever happened. 6 Thus, oracular ambiguity was taken as a feature of oracles that were really
spoken at Delphi. Parke and Wormell, for example, argue for an obscure oracle delivered to the
Spartans (Hdt. 1.66.2): 'Happily for the Pythia her metaphorical language could lend itself to other
interpretations, and when the current opinion was that the gods expressed their meaning darkly, a
devious construction could plausibly be put on the prophecy after the event.'7 In his standard work
on the Delphic oracles, Joseph Fontenrose turned Parke and Wormell's point upside down by
considering ambiguity chiefly as an indicator for responses being not authentic. 8
Recent scholarship on Delphi and its oracles, however, has taken a cultural and linguistic turn and
moved beyond the paradigm of authenticity. Lisa Maurizio, for example, has suggested that we
revise our notions concerning the authenticity of the Delphic responses. 9 Rather than asking whether
a particular oracle was really spoken at Delphi, or a later forgery or an entirely fictional response
she argues that every oracle that has come down to us is genuine, insofar as it represents a "bona
fide member of the Delphic tradition'.1O The ancients believed oracles to be authentic utterances of
the priestess Pythia, even when these responses were never actually spoken at Delphi. Accounts of

'A. A. 1251-1255. Transl. Smyth 1999.
Lucian JTr 28. Transl. Harmon 1999.
3 Lucian' s Apollo finally comes up with an empty and puffed up oracle (see Lucian JTr 31 ).
4 On ambiguity typically associated with oracular divination see for example Th. 5.103, A. A. 1255. See also Plutarch's discussion of
peoples' suspicion of deliberate oracular ambiguity in Moralia 407 A-B. On the proverbial nature of oracular ambiguity and on
parodies exploiting this feature of oracular divination see Stanford 1972, 1 15-12g.
While metaphor, ambiguity and obscurity problematise the link between language and reality in different ways I will, within the
framework of this argument, refer to these tropes summarily as oracular ambiguity.
6 Crahay himself does not regard oracular obscurity to be necessarily a sign of an oracle's being authentic (see Crahay 1956,50). See
also Morgan 1990, 156-157.
7 Parke & Wormell 1956, vol. 1,94. See also vol. II, XXVI-VIII.
8 See Fontenrose 1978,236-8. See also Fontenrose 1983, Delcourt 1981,97, Bruit Zaidman & Schmitt Pante11992, 124.
9 Maurizio 1997.
10 Maurizio 1997,317.
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oracle consultations, according to Maurizio, can thus teach us something about the worldview and
outlook of the very culture that generated and received such stories. I 1
This shift in paradigm has opened a new perspective on oracular ambiguity, which is no longer
driven by the paradigm of authenticity.12 Instead, classical scholars now evaluate the conceptual
significance of oracular ambiguity in its own right. Carol Dougherty, for example, has investigated
the role of oracular poetics in the historiography of the Greek colonial movement, focusing in
particular on the role of the ambiguous oracle in colonial narratives. 13 Giovanni Manetti, in turn, has
explored oracular ambiguity as part of a more general semiotics of ancient thought and literature. 14
Following in the footsteps of such works, this contribution considers the larger conceptual
significance of oracular ambiguity, that trade-mark of oracular divination, and suggests that it
serves as a mediation triple. 15 Oracular ambiguity forms an important part of the wider religious
discourse exploring the human place in the world by mediating in three different dimensions:
onto logically , between the human and divine spheres; epistemologically, between human
knowledge and ignorance, and, temporally, between past, present, and future.
Oracular Ambiguity as Ontological Mediation
In one of his Pythian dialogues, The E at Delphi, Plutarch, who was himself a priest at Delphi,
explores the meaning of an ominous E, which was visible within the inner sanctuary of Apollo at
Delphi. 16 The Greek name for this letter, El, is itself ambiguous, allowing divergent readings which
are discussed throughout the dialogue. After different interpretations have been refuted, Plutarch' s
teacher, the peripatetic philosopher Ammonius, finally suggests that El means 'you are'. This, he
argues, is the proper way to address Apollo since only a god exists in a fundamental, permanent and
self-sufficient sense:
, ... God is ... and He exists for no fixed time, but for the everlasting ages which are immovable, timeless,
and undeviating, in which there is no earlier nor later, no future, nor past, no older nor younger; but He,
being One, has with only one 'Now' completely filled 'For ever'; and only when Being is after His
pattern is it in reali~ Being, not having been nor about to be, nor has it had a beginning nor is it destined
to come to an end.' I

In contrast to this eternal and permanent existence of the divine everything in the mortal sphere has
no real existence as it is caught up in a constant cycle of growth and decay: 'The fact is that we
really have no part nor parcel in Being, but everything of a mortal nature is at some stage between
coming into existence and passing away, and presents only a dim and uncertain semblance and
appearance of itself.' 18
What Plutarch, a follower of the second sophistic movement, cast in the language ,of philosophy,
refers to a larger conceptual difference between the human and divine spheres in Greek thought and
literature. Beyond the specific intellectual discourse of the philosophers, the Greeks constructed
and highlighted the distinction between the human and divines spheres by attaching further,
qualifying dichotomies along the same axis. 19 The gods were omniscient because they held a
vantage point from which they could oversee the past, the present and the future: They were
immortal and outside time. Mortals, by contrast, had a more limited perspective. They had no
knowledge of future events and only a very limited understanding of the past. Even their
interpretation of the present was prone to error and misinterpretation.
Consulting an oracle and communicating with the gods constitute attempts to overcome the limited
perspective of the human condition and participate in the transcendence of the gods. Mortals seek
See Maurizio 1993, 138, Maurizio 1997,322-323.
See for example Bowden 2005, 49-51 who rightly stresses that to assume oracular ambiguity to be deliberate would deprive stories
fraturing human misinterpretation of ambiguous oracles of their deeper reflective significance.
Dougherty 1992. See also Dougherty 1993.
~
14 Manetti 1993, in particular 14-35, see also Vemant 1974.
15 Ambiguous oracles feature widely in different genres of Greek literature, reaching from historiography, to Greek tragedy,
Aristophanic comedy and beyond. Some oracles were proper riddles before they were associated with the Delphic oracle (see Schultz
1909,65-81, Parke & Wormell 1956, vo!' 11, XXXVI-VIII, Fontenrose 1978,79-83, Dougherty 1992).
16 Piu. Moralia 384D-394C.
17 Piu. Moralia 393A-B. Here and below transl. Babbitt 1999.
18 Piu. Moralia 392A-B.
19 For a case-study see Kindt 2007.
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true knowledge and insight by making use of the superior vantage point of the divine. In this
conception of the human and divine spheres it is highly significant that the ambiguity of the
oracular language occurs exactly at the point where the two spheres come into contact. Ambiguity
constitutes an important distinction between divine language and human language. The difference is
highlighted by the fact that divine language frequently cannot be directly understood. The
ambiguity of the divine sign enables communication between the two spheres while keeping them
distinct and separate. As Manetti puts it: 'if divination were to carry out [its] prophetic function
completely and thereby eliminate the gap separating human knowledge from divine, the result
would ... be the effective elimination of what distinguishes human individuals from gods.'20 To
maintain the distinction between the two spheres the gods must figt reveal their knowledge directly
and completely.
'
The obscure language of the oracle takes up the fundamental ontological difference between the two
spheres and translates this difference into its own linguistic signs. Whenever ambiguous language is
used, the gods do not only communicate their knowledge to the mortals who seek their advice.
Together with the particular information sought, the ambiguous divine message also communicates
the ontological difference between both spheres. To turn a blind eye to oracular ambiguity by
treating it as straightforward language (a notorious human mistake in accounts of oracle
consultations) is to misunderstand what separates the gods from human beings. 21
The ambiguous language of the oracle thus first and foremost mediates onto logically between the
human and divine spheres. Oracular ambiguity gives humanity the opportunity to draw upon divine
transcendence without, however, collapsing the fundamental distinction on which oracular
divination is based: the ontological difference between the human and the divine spheres.

Oracular Ambiguity as Epistemological Mediation
The ontological difference between the two spheres supports another dimension in which oracular
ambiguity mediates: between human knowledge and ignorance. Because the gods are considered to
be omniscient, mortals consult oracles or engage in other forms of divination to move from a state
of ignorance to a state of knowledge. The consultation of an oracle is driven by the tension between
question and answer, between ignorance and insight. The delivery of an ambiguous response,
however, further extends this situation. As Giovanni Manetti has rightly pointed out concerning the
challenge provided by oracular ambiguity, 'The gods do not grant humanity a complete revelation,
but neither do they completely deny humanity knowledge; rather, by means of the oracular sign, the
gods provide a base for inference on which humanity must work to reach a conclusion. ,22 Oracular
obscurity thus responds to questions from mortals by confronting the inquirers with a new question:
will they understand the meaning of the oracular response?
Parmeniscus, a wealthy man of noble descent from Metapontum, consulted the Delphic oracle
because he had lost the ability to laugh. He received the response, EIP1J /L' a/L4>; 'Y€AWTO~, a/LEIAIXE,
/LEIAIXIOIO; / LlW(iEI (iOt /Lrf)T7)P OI'KOI, 'T'7}'J) ;£oxa TIE.- 'Thou, unrelenting one, askest me concerning
relenting laughter; the Mother will give it to thee at home; her shalt thou honor exceedingly. ' 23
When Parmeniscus failed to regain his capacity to laugh upon his return to his fatherland, he
assumed that the oracle had deceived him. A little later, he chanced to travel to Delos where he
visited all the island's wonders. Finally, he entered the temple of Leto, assuming that the statue of
the goddess would be worth seeing. When he found that the statue was nothing but an unsightly
piece of wood he suddenly burst into laughter. Thus, Leto, Apollo's mother, had cured him from his
condition. And Parmeniscus, in turn, revered her greatly.
At the heart of this and other, similar accounts is the surprising twist by which the oracle's meaning
is finally revealed. What seems to have one meaning turns out to refer to an entirely different
situation in the end. This surprise refers to a larger conceptual significance between linguistic signs
and their meaning, and between reality and representation. ,Ambiguity springs from the fact that
there are more things in the world than there are words to describe them and the same words may be
Manetti 1993, 18.
See Kindt 2006.
22 Manetti 1993, 18.
23 Semus 396.10 1
FGrH IV. 493
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Ath. 14.614 A (PW 129 = FR QI85), trans!. Gulick 1959.
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used to label and to refer to different objects. Ambiguity thus plays with the limits of description
and perception. The playful approach towards different readings of one and the same word or
sentence thereby represents and recalls the complexity and the variety of phenomena in the world.
Ambiguous oracles play with notions of the known, the unknown, and the things we only think we
know. Ambiguous responses connect the familiar with the unfamiliar and new and reveal the very
principles of human exploration and learning thereby. Human cognition always builds on preexisting knowledge and connects the new with the old. This point is particularly emphasised in
responses, which make their central message dependent on a certain condition that has to be
fulfilled. Hegesistratus of Ephesus once enquired at Delphi about a place to settle after having
murdered a kinsman. The oracle responded: 'Where you shall see'" rustics dancing, garlanded with
olive-branches. ,24 The oracle here connects the familiar image of rustic rural life with the experience
of finding a new place to settle. The insecurity springing from the need to find a new place to live is
transformed into the problem of recognising how the familiar applies to the unfamiliar (what the
well-known image of the rustics represents in a new and unfamiliar environment). 25 In
Hegesistratus' case the oracle was fulfilled when he saw dancing farmers garlanded with oliveleaves. 26
Ambiguous oracles provide an opportunity for mortals to rethink the premises on which their own
interpretations and the knowledge derived from them are based. People who consider the
complexity of phenomena in the world mirrored in the complexity of the oracular language are
successful. Those, in contrast, who think too narrowly and see only what they want to see will fail.
Oracular ambiguity thus mediates epistemologically between human knowledge and ignorance. It
encourages reflection on the cognitive processes by which humanity 'makes sense' of their
surroundings.

Oracular Ambiguity as Temporal Mediation
Hyllus asked the Delphic oracle how the Heraclids could return to the Peloponnese. He received the
answer that they should wait for the third harvest (0 ~€ ()€O~ €<P'Y}O'€ 7T€p'Ih€IVaVTa~ TOV TPITov Kap7Tov
KaT€Px€ufJa,?7 However, Apollo did not mean three years (the time it takes to grow three
generations of crops), as Hyllus interpreted the oracle, but three generations of human offspring.
Nero was told by the Pythia that he should beware of the seventy-third year.28 As he was nowhere
near 73 years old, he concluded that there was no immediate reason to worry. Before long,
however, he was murdered by Galba, aged 73 at the time. In these accounts, oracular ambiguity
draws the attention to the co-existing plurality of times.
But even beyond accounts which address time in an immediate fashion, oracles and their
interpretation encourage reflection on time. The epistemological difference between human
knowledge and ignorance informs a third dimension in which oracular ambiguity mediates, namely
between past, present, and future as different dimensions of time. This is because ambiguous
oracles delay the moment in which knowledge is derived from the gods. The revelation of the
oracle's meaning is postponed from the present to an unspecified moment of the future.
Cleomenes of Sparta, for example, received an oracle at Delphi promising him that he would take
Argos.29 During an armed confrontation bearmed confontation between the two armies, some
Argives fled into a little grove. Only when Cleomenes' order to set the grove on fire was already
carried out did he learn that the grove belonged to the hero Argos and realise that he had already
taken Argos.30 Oracular ambiguity mediates temporally by encouraging humanity to find
connections between past, present and future. At the same time, however, ambiguous oracles warn
humanity not to confuse two fundamental temporal categories of human interpretation: experience
and expectation. For what is true more generally for all hermeneutical operations also applies to
interpreting Apollo's ambiguous oracles: human interpretation necessarily relies on past experience.
Past experiences in the form of already existing knowledge guide us in making sense of unknown
Pythocl. 4.488 M = Piu. Moralia 315 F, (PW 412
See Dougherty 1992, 35.
26 Piu. Moralia 316 A.
27 Apollod. Bibliotheca 2.8.2, (PW 288 = FR L61).
28 Suet. Nero 40.3, (PW 461
FR Q251).
29 Hdt. 6.76.1, (PW 86
FR Q 136).
30 Hdt. 6.76.1-80.
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signs. The only Argos Cleomenes knew was the city he wished to take until he heard of the hero of
the same name. It is into this gap between expectations based on experience and future
contingencies which do not match these expectations, that many like Cleomenes, too confident
about the meaning of Apollo's ambiguous words, fall.
Conclusion
The significance of oracular ambiguity is not that of an obscurite diplomatique. The way in which
the oracle is finally fulfilled is frequently too far-fetched to be deliberately taken into account at the
point in time when the oracular answer was allegedly delivered at Delphi. Oracular obscurity does
not have the potential to refer to every possible outcome of a situation as some ancient and modern
critics of the oracle have assumed. Only certain precise conditions satisfy the ambiguous,
metaphorical, or vague oracle; at most there are a very small number of alternative readings allowed
by the obscure oracle. 3 !

Looking at oracular ambiguity from the point of view of its conceptual significance in Greek
thought and literature, however, reveals its place in the more general discourse that is Greek
religion. In its capacity to mediate in different dimensions, oracular ambiguity is an important
aspect of a reflective discourse on the world and the human place within it. Its threefold mediation
helps to situate human agency within a continuous spectrum between different poles that define the
human condition: the opposition between the human and divine spheres, between human knowledge
and ignorance, and, finally, between past, present and future. As a mode of reflection, the
ambiguous divine language thus maintains an ambiguous position itself and mediates between the
ontological, epistemological and temporal dimensions of Greek religious discourse.

Julia Kindt,
University of Sydneyo
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